
Buzzfeed – Do you know the best career for you? 
 

Take the test ! 
 

 
Which would you rather be? 
a A legal assistant  
b  Film producer 
c  Shop clerk 
 
Which career would you rather have? 
a Celebrity stylist  
b Software programmer  
c  Librarian  
 
Which of these careers would you rather have? 
a Math professor 
b  Bus driver 
c  YouTuber 
 
Which career would you rather have? 
a Small business owner 
b  Concert pianist  
c  Dentist 
 
Which of these careers would you rather have? 
a Magazine editor 
b Surgeon  
c Gardener  
 
Which of these careers would you rather have? 
a Animal shelter manager  
b Politician 
c Fashion designer 
 
Which of these careers would you rather have? 
a Call center employee 
b Hair stylist  
c  Sales representative  
 
 
Which best describes you? 
a  I tend to speak up about how I feel. 
b  I do not usually speak up about how I feel. 
 



 
Which of the following describes you? 
a I enjoy hands-on work. 
b  I do not enjoy hands-on work. 
 
Which of the following describes you? 
a  I'm good at making decisions. 
b  I'm not good at making decisions.  
 
Select which is true for you.  
a  I am a good listener. 
b  My listening skills can be improved 
 
 

Results 
 

mostly As: take it easy! 
 
You feel the most confident in a low-pressure job. You prefer feeling relaxed at work, not 

stressed out. You enjoy multitasking by listening to music, a podcast, or audiobook as you 

work. This doesn’t mean you’re unmotivated — you just do not prefer a lot of responsibility. 

The career for you would including working in information, computer systems, 

farming/gardening, editing, transportation, website creation, or the fine arts. Stay away from 

sales, advertising, marketing, managing, and consulting. 

 

 

 
mostly Bs: boss! 

You are really good in an environment where you can immediately see the results of your 

work. Possibly, you prefer when things are competitive. In the workplace, you’re not afraid to 

be direct. The career for you would include directing, communications, marketing, sales, 

senior editor, head producer, and CEO/management. Stay away from a career in teaching, 

healthcare, sciences, freelancing, editing, and assisting. 
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